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• -The large bright object in the sky 
that gives us light and heat, and 
around which the Earth  moves. 
 -The planet that we live on. 
 -A machine that has been sent into 
space. 
 -The round object that you can see 
shining in the sky at night.



• [ dʒ ] – giant, gigantic
[æ] – astronaut, strap, lack
[ Ʌ]  – muscle, bumping into
[ś ] – space station, soft
[v] – vacuum hose
[eə] – stare, glare
[ɔː] - orbit
[í] - experiment



• International Space Station;
-through dark, airless space;
-have to use vacuum hose;
-strap the tray to their legs;
-can’t risk bumping into any 
computer controls;
-you are orbiting the Earth;
-to stare out of the window.



 

What is the  text about?



• 1. airless space
2.  space station
3.  lack of gravity
4. sleeping bag
5.  zero gravity
6.  vacuum hose
7. muscles go soft
8.  household chores
9. football pitch
10. do experiments



• 1.Residents on the ISS spend 2 hours among 
stars. 

• 2.The astronauts clean the whole station because 
of the dangerous bacterias. 

•
3.The astronauts sleep in their bedrooms. 

•
4.The ISS is the size of the football pitch. 

•
5.The residents of the ISS have phone calls only 
on Saturdays. 



• 1. How do the astronauts spend their 
free time?
2. Why do they have to clean the whole 
station every day?
3. How do they eat?
4. In what way do they keep fit?  
5. What can you say about the way 
they sleep?
6. How often do they see sun rise and 
set?



•In my opinion…
To my mind…
As it seems to me …
I believe…
As for me …
•

1. What is the mood of the text?
2. What is the theme of the text?
3.What is the main idea  of the text?
 


